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Program Notes 
Tonight's concert title is a play on the current Internet technology term. 
In a musical context, it is a commentary on the ever-widening range of 
repertoire available for the wind band. The challenge for the 
performers is to represent this "broad band range" with both musical 
and stylistic appropriateness. 
Donald Erb is a significant American composer whose orchestral music 
has been played by literally every major orchestra in the United States 
and many in Europe and Australia as well. He is Distinguished 
Professor of Composition at the Cleveland Institute and holds the 
position of composer-in-residence with the St. Louis Symphony. The 
title of tonight's selection is derived from a segment of Welcome to th e 
Monkey House by Kurt Vonnegut, which takes place in a world of the 
future where euthanasia is common. The suicide parlors are placed next 
door to a familiar restaurant with an orange roof. If a person agrees to 
be put to sleep at the suicide parlor, he is entitled to a free meal at the 
restaurant. In addition to the more garish elements of the story, there 
is genuine concern for the human spirit. An electronic tape serves as 
another "player" in the ensemble and performers are requested to 
provide numerous unconventional timbres in addition to their more 
typical contributions. 
William Byrd Suite is Gordon Jacob's contribution to the tercentenary of 
William Byrd's death. Jacob skillfully set for band several of the 70 
selections found in Byrd's Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, a keyboard 
collection that influenced many a Renaissance composer. Jacob ranks as 
one of the foremost contributors to the repertoire of the band. He favors 
a conservative and folksong-like style not unlike his peers Ralph 
Vaughan Williams and Gustav Holst. His works are often classical in 
form and harmony. Frederick Fennell believes this suite is more an 
original band work than a simple transcription of Byrd's music because 
of Jacob's free handling of instrumentation, ornaments and form. 
Ithaca College School of Music Professor Dana Wilson is an award-
winning composer, author and teacher having won both the Sudler 
International Composition Competition and the American Bandmasters 
Association/Ostwald Composition Prize. Much of Dr. Wilson's 
compositional style can be traced to his interest in jazz and other 
rhythmically vital world musics. He writes, "The title of this work 
conjures certain imagery suggested by the music. It stems from the idea 
of moving haltingly but powerfully from darkness into bright light, my 
first image stemming from 'not day' - derived from 'Dayton,' the name 
of the university commissioning the work. The potency and importance 
of light - crucial to all life - intensified as I was writing the work, as 
the days of autumn gradually but inexorably shortened." The use of 
antiphonal elements and shouts bathe the audience in the sonic energy. 
Robert Russell Bennett was one of America's most capable arrangers of 
Broadway shows for over forty years. From 1920 to 1976 he scored all or 
part of more than 300 shows. At one time, 22 of the shows he had 
arranged for were mnning concurrently with collaborations with such 
notables as Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Frederick 
Loewe, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers and many others. Bennett has 
described tonight's suite as" American dance forms ... treated in a riot of 
instrumentation colors." By recalling several of the characteristic 
dances of his youth, Bennett achieved that rare wedding of artistry 
and novelty. Both musical ideas and instrumental writing are superbly 
effective. 
